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Background:



Introduction to Language and 
Linguistics 

Background:

• intro level

• many first-timers

• asynchronous



Background:



Weekly D&R (Discussion and 
Response) assignment:

▪Canvas discussion with threaded responses

▪Students placed into groups of ~8

▪Respond to a prompt and later to a groupmate’s post

▪Exploration of language experiences preceding conceptual unit

▪ pre-phonetics: three words that are not spelled the way they sound; what sounds …?

▪ pre-phonology: three sounds that are “difficult” for non-native speakers of that language

▪ pre-morphology: three cool words (new words (slang okay!), archaic words, arcane words…)

▪ pre-syntax: two cases where another language has a different word order from English

▪ pre-semantics: three words for which English has no exact equivalent

Method:



In-class small-group activities

Phonology: find a phoneme inventory and compare with AmEng

◦ accessible conceptualization of phoneme

Morphology: brainstorm a word family given prompt word (e.g., prescription, construction)

◦ toward understanding “morphologically related,” morpheme (shared meaning), root, affix, inflection, 

derivation

Semantics: pot or pan? //  draw a bird

◦ set theoretical model of word meaning  // prototypes

Method:
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In-class small-group activities

Phonology: find a phoneme inventory and compare with AmEng

◦ accessible conceptualization of phoneme

◦ had student work alone and post in Canvas discussion groups

Morphology: brainstorm a word family given prompt word (e.g., prescription, construction)

◦ toward understanding “morphologically related,” morpheme (shared meaning), root, affix, inflection, 

derivation

◦ had students work alone and post to Canvas discussion groups

Semantics: pot or pan? //  draw a bird

◦ set theoretical model of word meaning  // prototypes

◦ had students group images // draw a bird    (alone) and post to Canvas discussion groups

Method:



Results and discussion:

▪Results:

▪ no classroom discussion/feedback, clarify and learn from student examples in lecture

▪ BUT peer-tutor (TA) comments and tips (same as before) AND classmate comments/corrections

▪ many students cited the value of D&Rs/discussions and learning from classmates: 

I like reading D&R 

and seeing how 

other people would 

respond to the 

topics that we went 

over. It really 

encouraged me to 

keep up learning a 

new language…

I had really enjoyed 

doing these D&R's 

and seeing all the 

posts my classmates 

have contributed. It 

allows me to see 

other ways you can 

respond to answers 

and be open to new 

ways of thinking.

“The D and Rs for sure 

were my most favorite 

activity as it allowed me to 

dive deep and learn new 

things about words, 

phrases and slang words 

that I hear every so often.”

After reading 

other's posts 

during this 

class, I have 

learned new 

ways of being 

understanding 

and patient 

when people 

speak 

differently.

I've really enjoyed taking this class. Especially, the weekly 

D&R's. The D&R's have been beneficial and interesting to 

do. …In my other classes, the professors would post 

discussions and respond to assignments but they're 

usually vague and boring. But these D&R's felt more 

personal and intriguing. It's made me excited to respond 

to the D&R's and I've gained a lot from this class than I 

initially thought. English is my second language, so It's 

been refreshing to relearn things I forgot or learn new 

things I didn't know before.

Discussion:



Results and Discussion:

In-depth screencasts, 

fun activities.

I found the discussions really helpful because we 

were able to think of examples of whatever we 

were learning that week. I liked reading other 

people's responses and seeing how they 

interpreted certain questions

Discussion:

Another thing I enjoyed in this 

class were the D&Rs, which 

were a fun and interactive way 

to do the assignments for this 

class.



Learning results

Au 2020  

online

Au 2019  

F2F

Au 2018

F2F

WI 2017

F2F, no D&Rs

Mean course grade 84.2 % 88.1

St. Dev 11.8 10.3

Max 100 99.3

Min 26.8 38.1

dropped 6 0

Discussion:



Learning results

Au 2020  

online

Au 2019  

F2F

Au 2018

F2F

WI 2017

F2F, no D&Rs

Mean course grade
84.2 % 80.9 83.8 88.1

St. Dev 11.8 12.3 11.1 10.3

Max 100 97.9 99.2 99.3

Min 26.8 12.3 20.7 38.1

dropped 6 5 1 0

Discussion:



Conclusion-ish: 
Discussions are interactive learning

I really enjoyed this class, the lectures were 

very informative and engaging. I loved how the 

professor had weekly discussion assignments 

which made me feel part of a class even 

though it was a asynchronous class. 

Although they were hard to finish sometimes, I think the DNRs 

were helpful since we had to apply what we learned or get an 

insight on what the next chapter was going to teach us. I also 

think the interaction we were able to have with our classmates 

either through the DNRs or studying together was helpful.

Honestly this course was the 

most fun for me this term. My 

only grievance is having to do it 

all online. … I had a hard time 

getting any students to interact 

with me outside of D&R's

…as long as we center them on student ideas

grading/evaluating (by instructor) is not essential

feasible in a large lecture class; F2F or asynchronous

some in-class activities can be converted to online discussions / posting

Conclusion:



Thank you 
& 
looking forward to more ideas 
for online interactions


